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Abstract
High  accuracy  and  short  amount  of  time  are  required  for  the  solutions  of  many
classification problems such as real-world classification problems. Due to the practical
importance of many classification problems (such as crime detection), many algorithms
have  been  developed  to  tackle  them.  For  years,  metaheuristics  (MHs)  have  been
successfully used for solving classification problems. Recently, hybrid metaheuristics
have been successfully used for many real-world optimization problems such as flight
scheduling and load balancing in telecommunication networks. This chapter investi-
gates the use of this new interdisciplinary field for classification problems. Moreover, it
demonstrates the forms of metaheuristics hybridization as well as designing a new
hybrid metaheuristic.
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1. Introduction
Before starting this chapter, let us know the trip that led to the appearance of hybrid meta-
heuristics. Traditionally, rigorous approaches (that are based on hypotheses, characterizations,
deductions, and experiments) were used for solving many optimization problems.
However, in order to find possible good solutions for new complex optimization problems,
researchers went toward the use of heuristics. Heuristics are rules of thumb, trails and error,
common sense, etc. Many of these heuristics strategies are often independent of the undertaken
optimization problems and share common aspects. This introduced the term metaheuristics
which refers to general techniques that are not specific to a particular problem [1]. Metaheur-
istics are approximate algorithms, and each of them has its own historical background [2–4].
A metaheuristic is a set of algorithmic concepts used for defining heuristic methods that can
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be applied to a variety of optimization problems with relatively few modifications in order to
adapt them to particular optimization problems [5, 6].
Metaheuristics have successfully found high-quality solutions for a wide spectrum of NP hard
optimization problems [1], that is, they are hard to be solved. This means the needed time to
solve an instance of these optimization problems grows exponentially with the instance size
in the worst case. These optimization problems are so complex as there is no known algorithm
that can solve them in polynomial time. They still have to be solved in a huge number of
practical settings. Therefore, a large number of optimization algorithms were proposed to
tackle them [5, 6].
Of great importance for the success of designing a new metaheuristic is considering that this
metaheuristic will have to explore the search space effectively and efficiently. The search
process should be intelligent in order to intensively explore areas of the search space that have
high-quality solutions and to move to unexplored areas. This is called intensification and
diversification, respectively. Intensification is the exploitation of the gathered information by
the metaheuristic at a given time, while diversification is the exploration of the areas imper-
fectly taken into account. The use of these two important characteristics of a metaheuristic can
lead to getting high-quality solutions. Crucial for the success of a metaheuristic is a well-
adjusted balance between these two features. This is to on one side identify quickly search
areas with high-quality solutions and on the other side to avoid spending too much time in
areas consisting of poor-quality solutions or have been well explored [1, 7–11].
There are many classifications for metaheuristics as follows:
• Nature-inspired metaheuristics [such as ant colony optimization (ACO) algorithms, genetic
algorithms (GAs), particle swarm optimization (PSO), and simulated annealing (SA)] vs.
nonnature-inspired metaheuristics [such as iterated local search (ILS), and tabu search (TS)].
This is based on the origins of a metaheuristic.
• Memory-based metaheuristics vs. memory-less metaheuristics. This is based on the use of
the search history, that is, whether they use memory or not. The use of memory is considered
one of the crucial elements of a powerful metaheuristic.
• Population-based metaheuristics vs. single-point metaheuristics. This is based on how many
used solutions at any given time by a metaheuristic. Population metaheuristics manipulate
a set of solutions (at each iteration) from which the population of the next iteration is
produced. Examples are evolutionary algorithms and scatter search, and construction-
oriented techniques such as ant colony optimization and the greedy randomized adaptive
search procedure. The metaheuristics that deal with only one solution at any given time are
called trajectory metaheuristics where the search process describes a trajectory in the search
space [1, 2, 4] as shown in Figure 1 [12].
When they first appeared, pure metaheuristics quickly became state-of-the-art algorithms for
many optimization problems as they found high-quality solutions for these optimization
problems. This was reported in many specific conferences and workshops. This success had
motivated researches toward finding answers to questions such as:
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• Why a given metaheuristic is successful?
• Which characteristics of a problem instance should be exploited?
• Which metaheuristic is best for a given optimization problem? [1, 2]
Figure 1. Metaheuristics classification [12].
Despite this success, it became recently evident that the focus on pure metaheuristics is
restrictive when tackling particular optimization problems such as real-world and large-scale
optimization problems [2]. A skilled combination of a metaheuristic with components from
other metaheuristics or with other optimization algorithms such as operations research
techniques (mathematical programming), artificial intelligence techniques (constraint pro-
gramming), or complete algorithms (branch and bound) can lead to getting much better
solutions for these optimization problems. This interdisciplinary field is called hybrid meta-
heuristics which goes beyond the scope of a pure metaheuristic [1]. Over the years, many
algorithms that do not purely follow the paradigm of a pure metaheuristic were developed.
They combine various algorithmic components originating from different optimization
algorithms [2]. This is explained in Section 3.
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. The following section introduced classification
problems. Section 3 explains the main forms of hybridizing metaheuristics. Section 4 demon-
strates designing a hybrid metaheuristic. The fifth section demonstrates hybrid metaheuristics
for classification problems. The discussion is given in Section 6. The last section concludes this
chapter and highlights future work in this area.
2. Classification problems
Classification involves training and testing data which consist of data instances (objects). Each
instance in the training set contains one class label (called target, dependent, response, or
features) and other features (called attributes, inputs, predictors, or independent features) [13–
15]. Classification consists of examining the features of a new object and then assigning it to
one of the predefined set of classes. The objects to be classified are generally represented by
records in a dataset. The classification task is to build a model that will be applied to unclas-
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sified data to classify it, that is, predicting the target values of instances (that are given only
the input features) in the testing set [15, 16]. The classification task (determining which of the
fixed set of classes an example belongs to) is illustrated in Figure 2.
Figure 2. The classification task.
Examples of classification problems are:
• classifying credit applications such as low, medium, or high risky,
• determining whether a customer with a given profile will buy a new computer,
• predicting which of three specific treatments a breast cancer patient should receive,
• determining whether a will was written by the real person or somebody else,
• diagnosing whether a particular illness is present or not,
• choosing particular contents to be displayed on a web page,
• determining which phone numbers correspond to fax machines,
• placing a new student into a particular track based on special needs,
• identifying whether a behavior indicates a possible terrorist threat, and
• spotting fraudulent insurance claims.
In these examples, the classifier is built to predict categorical labels such as “low risky,”
“medium risky,” or “high risky” for the first example; “yes” or “no” for the second example;
“treatment A,” “treatment B,” or “treatment C” for the third example, etc. [16–18].
The accuracy of a classifier refers to how well it can predict the value of the predictor feature
for a previous unseen data and how well it captured the dependencies among the input
features. Classifier accuracy is the main measure for classification and is widely used. The
classifier accuracy goes up when comparing between different classifiers [18–20].
The classifier is considered the basic component of any classification system, and its task is to
partition the feature space into class-labeled decision regions (one for each category). Classi-
fiers’ performance is sensitive to the choice of the features that are used for constructing those
classifiers. This choice affects the accuracy of these classifiers, the time needed for learning,
and the number of examples needed for learning. Feature selection (FS) can be seen as an
optimization problem that involves searching the space of possible solutions (feature subsets)
to identify the optimal one. Many metaheuristics (such as ant colony optimization algorithms,
particle swarm optimization, genetic algorithms, simulated annealing, and tabu search) have
been used for solving the feature selection problem [20, 21].
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Feature selection (deleting a column from a dataset) is one of the main aspects of dimension
reduction besides instance reduction (deleting a row from a dataset). This is illustrated in
Figure 3 [18]. Both of these should keep the characteristics of the original input data after
excluding some of it.
Figure 3. Data reduction [18].
Figure 4 [22] illustrates the revised classification with the use of dimension reduction phase
as an intermediate step. In Figure 4, dimension reduction is performed first to the given data,
and then, the prediction methods are applied to the reduced data.
Figure 4. The role of dimension reduction [22].
3. Hybridization of metaheuristics
Although combining different algorithms together dates back to 1980s, in recent years only
hybrid metaheuristics have been commonly used. Then, the advantage of combining different
algorithms together has been widely recognized [1, 4]. Forms of hybridization can be classified
into two categories (as in Figure 5): (1) combining components from a metaheuristic into
another metaheuristic (examples are: using trajectory methods into population algorithms or
using a specific local search method into a more general trajectory algorithm such as iterated
local search) and (2) combining metaheuristics with other techniques such as artificial intelli-
gence and operations research (examples are: combining metaheuristics with constraint
programming (CP), integer programming (IP), tree-based search methods, data mining
techniques, etc.) [1]. The following two subsections explain these types.
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Figure 5. Forms of hybridization [4].
3.1. Hybridizing metaheuristics with metaheuristics
This category represents the beginning of hybridizing metaheuristics. Later, it got widely used
especially integrating nature-inspired metaheuristics with local search methods. This is well
illustrated in the most common type of this category which is in ant colony optimization
algorithms and evolutionary algorithms that often use local search methods in order to refine
the generated solutions during the search process. The reason for that is these nature-inspired
metaheuristics explore well the search space and identify the regions having high-quality
solutions (since they first capture a global picture of the search space and then they successively
focus the search toward the promising regions). However, these nature-inspired metaheuris-
tics are not effective in exploiting the accumulated search experiences that can be achieved by
adding local search methods into them. Therefore, the resulting hybrid metaheuristic will work
as follows: the nature-inspired metaheuristic will identify the promising search areas from
which the local search method can then determine quickly the best solutions. Based on the
above–mentioned fact, the resulting hybrid metaheuristic combining the strengths of both
metaheuristics is often very successful. Apart from this hybridization, there are other hybrids.
We mentioned it only here as it is considered the standard way of hybridization [1, 2].
3.2. Hybridizing metaheuristics with other algorithms
There are many possible ways of integration between metaheuristics and other algorithms. For
example, metaheuristics and tree search methods can be interleaved or sequentially applied.
This can be achieved by using a tree search method for generating a partial solution that a
metaheuristic can then complete. Alternatively, a metaheuristic improves a solution generated
by a tree search method. Another example is that constraint programming techniques can be
used to reduce the search space (or the neighborhoods) that will be explored by a local search
method [1, 4].
It should be noted that all of the hybrid metaheuristics mentioned above are integrative
combinations in which there is some kind of master algorithm including one or more subor-
dinate components (either embedded or called). Another way of combinations is called either
collaborative or cooperative combinations in which the search is performed by different
algorithms that exchange information about states, models, entire subproblems, solutions, or
search space characteristics. The cooperative search algorithms consist of parallel execution of
search algorithms that can be different or instances of the same algorithm working on different
models or running with different parameter settings. Therefore, the control strategy in hybrid
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metaheuristics can be integrative or collaborative, and the order of executing the combined
parts can be sequential, parallel, or interleaved [1, 4, 12]. These are shown in Figures 6 and 7.
Figure 6. The control strategy in hybrid metaheuristics [4].
Figure 7. The order of executing the combined algorithms in hybrid metaheuristics [4].
4. Designing a hybrid metaheuristic
The main motivation behind combining various algorithmic ideas from different metaheuris-
tics is to get better performing system that exploits and includes advantages of the combined
algorithms [3, 4]. These advantages should be complementary to each other so that the
resulting hybrid metaheuristic can benefit from them [2, 3, 23]. The key to achieving high
performance in the resulting hybrid metaheuristic (especially when tackling hard optimization
problem) is to choose suitable combinations of complementary algorithmic concepts. There-
fore, this task of developing a highly effective hybrid metaheuristic is complicated and not
easy [3]. The reasons for that are as follows:
1. It requires creative thinking and the exploration of new research directions.
2. Designing and implementing a hybrid metaheuristic involves wide knowledge about
algorithms, data structure, programming, and statistics [3].
3. It requires expertise from different optimization areas [2].
4. It should include exploration and intensification capabilities.
According to Blum et al. [2], before starting to develop a hybrid metaheuristic, we should
consider whether it is the appropriate choice for the given optimization problem. This can be
achieved by answering the following questions:
• What is the optimization objective? Do we need a reasonable good solution? And whether
this solution is needed very quickly or not? Or we can sacrifice the computation time in
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order to get a very good solution? (these questions in general guide us toward using
metaheuristics or complete methods) In this case, when very good solution is needed and
it cannot be obtained by the existing complete algorithms in reasonable time, then we need
to know the answer of the next question in order to decide on developing a hybrid meta-
heuristic.
• Is there any existing metaheuristic that can get the required solution for the given optimi-
zation problem? If no, can we enhance any of the existing metaheuristics to better suit this
optimization problem? If no, then the decision is to develop a hybrid metaheuristic and we
will need to know the answer of the following questions.
• Which hybrid metaheuristic will work well for this optimization problem? Unfortunately,
till now, there is no answer to this question as it is difficult to set guidelines for developing
a well-performing hybrid metaheuristic, but the following can help:
◦ Searching the literature carefully for the most successful optimization algorithms for the
given optimization problem or for similar optimization problems, and
◦ Studying different ways of combining the most promising characteristics of the selected
optimization algorithms to be combined [2, 3].
• Identifying special characteristics of the given optimization problem and finding effective
ways in order to exploit them [4].
Besides, in order to set guidelines for developing a new hybrid metaheuristic, it is crucial to
improve the used research methodology that consists of combining different algorithmic
components without identifying the contributions of these components to the performance of
the resulting hybrid metaheuristic. The used methodology should consist of theoretical models
for the characteristics of the hybrid metaheuristics. It can be experimental such as those used
in natural sciences. Moreover, testing and statistical assessment of the obtained results should
be included as well [2].
5. Hybrid metaheuristics for classification problems
The first category of using hybrid metaheuristics for classification problems concerns with
using a metaheuristic for the feature selection problem besides the used classifier. This is
because selecting the most relevant set of input features to use for building the used classifier
plays an important role in classification. The most common metaheuristics for the feature
selection problem are genetic algorithms, ant colony optimization algorithms, and particle
swarm optimization algorithms [24] which are hybridized with the used classifier in each
application. This is explained below.
The feature selection problem is used in many applications from choosing the most important
social-economic parameters in order to identify who can return a bank loan to dealing with a
chemical process and selecting the best set of ingredients. It is used to simplify the datasets by
eliminating irrelevant and redundant features without reducing the classification accuracy.
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Examples of these applications are: face recognition, speaker recognition, face detection,
bioinformatics, web page classification, and text categorization [24, 25].
The idea of using genetic algorithms for solving optimization problems is that they start with
a population of individuals each of which represents a solution to the given optimization
problem. Initially, the population includes all randomly generated solutions (the first genera-
tion of the population). Then, the various genetic operators are applied over the population to
produce a new population. Within a population, the goodness (measured by a fitness function)
of a solution varies from individual to individual [26].
Genetic algorithms are one of the most common approaches for the feature selection problem.
The usual usage is to use them for first selecting the most relevant features (from the given
dataset) that will be used for building the used classifier. Examples are the work of Yang and
Honavar [27] and Tan et al. [28].
There are other directions for using genetic algorithms for the feature selection problem, for
instance, hybridizing the used genetic algorithm with another metaheuristic in order to select
the most appropriate feature subset before building the given predictor (such as Oh et al. [29]
who embedded local search into the used genetic algorithm). Another example is the work of
Salcedo-Sanz et al. [30] who used extra genetic operator in order to fix (in each iteration) the
number of features to be chosen out of the available ones.
Similar to the way of using genetic algorithms for the feature selection problem is the use of
ant colony optimization algorithms that have been widely used for this optimization problem.
Examples are the work of Yang and Honavar [27] and the work of Abd-Alsabour and Randall
[31].
There are other ways for using ant colony optimization algorithms for the feature selection
problem. An example is the work of Vieira et al. [32] who used two cooperative artificial ant
colonies: one for determining the number of features to be selected and the second one for
selecting the features based on the cardinality given by the first colony. Another direction is to
use ensemble (more than one classifier is built and then is combined to produce a better
classification—this is called ensemble techniques [33]) of classifiers to perform the classification
besides the used metaheuristic for the feature selection problem.
Another metaheuristic that has also been used for the feature selection problem is particle
swarm optimization. Researchers developed variants of PSO in order to be suitable for the
feature selection problem such as the work of Chuang et al. [34] who proposed a variant of
PSO called complementary PSO (CPSO) with the use of k-nearest neighbor classifier. Another
example is Zahran and Kanaan [35] who implemented a binary PSO for feature selection. Also,
Jacob and Vishwanath [36] proposed multi-objective PSO that outperformed a multi-objective
GA in the same authors’ experiments. Moreover, Yan et al. [37] proposed a new discrete PSO
algorithm with a multiplicative likeliness enhancement rule for unordered feature selection.
Also, Sivakumar and Chandrasekar [38] developed a modified continuous PSO for the feature
selection problem with k-nearest neighbor classifier that served as a fitness function for the
PSO.
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There are other ways for using particle swarm optimization algorithms for the feature selection
problem. An example is the work of Wahono and Suryana [39] who used a combination of PSO
and a bagging of classifiers (bagging is an ensemble technique where many classifiers are built
and the final classification decision is made based on voting of the committee of the combined
classifiers. It is used in order to improve the classification accuracy [33]). Another example is
the work of Nazir et al. [40] who combined a PSO and a GA to perform together the feature
selection.
The classification task involves other subtasks besides the feature selection problem, and many
metaheuristics have been used for solving these subtasks, for example, the use of ant colony
optimization for designing a classifier ensemble such as the work of Palanisamy and Kanmani
[41] who used the main concepts of the proposed ant algorithm in Abd-Alsabour and Randall
[31] for designing an ensample of classifiers. Another example is the use of particle swarm
optimization algorithms for producing good classification rules such as Kumar [42] who
combined a PSO with a GA to produce them and Holden and Freitas [43] who later proposed
several modifications to their proposed work in Holden and Freitas [44]. Another example is
the work of Revathil and Malathi [45] who proposed a novel simplified swarm optimization
algorithm as a rule-based classifier.
6. Discussion
The previous section closely explored the different ways to use hybrid metaheuristics for
classification problems. In the light of that, we can come up with the following comments:
1. For solving many applications, using hybrid metaheuristics was crucial to get high-quality
solutions especially for real-world applications (such as personnel and machine schedul-
ing, educational timetabling, routing, cutting and packing, and protein alignment). An
example for real-world classification problems is the work of Tantar et al. [46], who
developed a hybrid metaheuristic (GA and SA) for predicting the protein structure.
Examples for other real-world optimization problems are the work of Atkin et al. [47],
who proposed a hybrid metaheuristic for runway scheduling at London Heathrow airport
and the work of Xu and Qu [48], who used a hybrid metaheuristic to solve routing
problems.
2. However, there are other situations where the hybridization was not important for the
prediction accuracy. An example is the use of extra metaheuristic (besides the two
algorithms used: one for performing feature selection and the classifier) to determine the
number of the features to be selected. Similar to this is the use of two instances of a
metaheuristic: one to determine the number of the features to be selected and the second
one to perform the feature selection. These two scenarios can lead to worse results besides
the extra computation cost. The authors should have been avoided using extra metaheur-
istic or an instance of the used metaheuristic. The reason for that is revealed from the work
of Abd-Alsabour et al. [49] who proved that fixing the length of the selected feature subsets
can lead to getting worse classification accuracy than not fixing the length of the selected
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feature subsets (besides its extra computation). We should avoid selecting too few or too
many features than necessary. This is because selecting insufficient features leads to
degrading the information content to keep the concept of data. On the other side, if too
many features are selected, the classification accuracy will decrease because of the
interference of irrelevant features. Subset problems such as the feature selection problem
do not have fixed length [49]. Another example is the use of more than one classifier
(ensemble methods) rather than using one only. This is because of the extra computational
cost, especially that there were already previous similar applications that had been
successfully solved using only one classifier (besides the used metaheuristic for getting
the best feature subset). This has been evidenced by many authors when they compared
their work with the pervious ones and showed that their results were not better than the
others. One more example is the use of two metaheuristics for performing the feature
selection, while it was already solved using only one metaheuristic. These examples
emphasize the fact that sufficient literature search before first hybridizing or adding extra
computational steps can avoid extra computation, useless hybridization, or even moving
toward a misleading research direction as illustrated in Section 4.
Therefore, choosing the suitable hybrid metaheuristic can achieve the top performance for
many optimization problems, but this does not imply that more complex algorithms are always
the best choice. This is because of the following disadvantages of the increased complexity:
• The software becomes more difficult to tune and maintain.
• Adaptations in problem specifications are frequently hard to adhere.
Therefore, an important design aim is to keep the proposed algorithm as simple as possible
and include extensions only if they will really benefit [4].
Despite the difficulties in developing a new hybrid metaheuristic, it is nontrivial to generalize
it, that is, a particular hybrid metaheuristic that works well for a particular optimization
problem might not work well for another problem. This means that research on hybrid
metaheuristics has gone toward being problem-specific rather than algorithm-oriented as was
when promoting a new metaheuristic [1, 2].
7. Conclusions and future work
This chapter addressed the use of hybrid metaheuristics for classification problems. Besides,
it demonstrated hybridizing metaheuristics and designing them as well. Moreover, the most
common used hybrid metaheuristics for classification problems from literature were present-
ed.
As a research direction, more applications of hybrid metaheuristics for different optimization
problems in general and more particularly for real-word classification problems will be
considered. Another research direction is to move more toward setting specific methodologies
and general guidelines for developing a new hybrid metaheuristic. Moreover, comparisons
between hybrid metaheuristics for similar classification problems should be conducted.
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